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Security Camera Upgrade and Installation –RFP 15-08
Addendum #2
Below are responses to questions that were received in accordance with the
requirements in the original RFP documents.
1. Within the scope of work it shows DVR video data collection shall be
at administration building,
Can NVR's be located at the individual buildings or facilities and
utilizing a wireless path back to the administration for live viewing
and data collection.
The reasoning behind having everything located at the district was security most
of all, but also the fact that there is a backup generator at the district, whereas
there is not any back up power at the recreation complex, community center or
racquet club.
2. SOW states (7) 4 terabyte DVR classic hard drive
Please verify how many days historical data shall be on-site per
location, per IP camera
14 Days is sufficient
3. SOW states. Set up port forwarding and mobile devices for staff.
How many on-site CPUs will be set up to view live video and retrieve
historical data - Up to 5
How many remote mobile devices - Up to 5
Do you have a IT person that maintains the existing network
system? Yes
4. Who will be establishing the IP addresses? Within the scope of work.
Our IT person will arrange IP addresses to be established
5. SOW Must test peer camera, POE switch, DVR hard drive, and DVR
available
Does replacement parts need to be part of the bid or just have 24-hour
availability?
Having replacement parts as part of the bid is going to double or even triple it, I
would say that they need to be accessible within 24 hours
Is there generator power backing at Administration ,Clubhouse and
or Tennis courts to help maintain the communication path and the IP
cameras.
The district office does have generator back-up, however the Recreation Club
and Racquet Club do not.
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6. Do you have drawings available showing existing conduit locations for
the lighting and the pole locations at the tennis courts?
At this time we do not have access to the drawings but have put in a request with
the company who completed the project. We cannot guarantee we will have
access to those plans prior to bids being due.
7. Do we need to provide parts in exact quantities as listed in the RFP, or
do we have some flexibility to engineer our own solutions? (may not
need all wireless parts listed, pole mounts, etc.)
The listed engineering path is what we have researched and consulted to be the
best option to fit our needs.
8. Do you have an exact count of interior cameras? Do interior cameras
also require infrared and to be outdoor rated as listed in the RFP?
Currently there are 6 indoor cameras. When the facilities that house the indoor
cameras are closed, there are no lights on so we feel it is best to use all infrared
cameras.
9. Are you going to narrow down the bidders to a short list to present the
short listed solutions to the decision makers? How will you evaluate
the proposed product solutions?
No the selection will not be narrowed down. The best bid that fits what we
believe our needs are will be the bid that gets suggested for approval by the Sun ‘n
Lake Board of Supervisors.
10. The RFP discusses utilizing mobile devices for viewing video. Is that
only in certain buildings (if so, which ones), or is it intended to be
viewed remotely from the facility as well (such as from home).
Having accessibility from any device at any time is most ideal in this situation,
most importantly having the ability to access through a mobile device. Having
access from a computer would all be located at the District Office or Recreation
Complex
11. Is the security provider to create a 100% standalone network
complete with WIFI access for mobile device viewing of video at the
Rec Center and Admin Office locations?
No, we want to be able to access the live stream from any location, not only for
security monitoring purposes but also so that our members can access certain
cameras from their home computers to see what the weather is like at the
location they may be visiting.
12. Do you have upload / download speeds available for your current
internet service at each location?
Our current provider is Comcast. In doing a speed test it sat around 80 Mbps for
download and 23 Mbps for upload

